School Approves Sports and Entertainment Law Forum

On April 6, 1993, now alumni Steven Hartman and George Schell headed a proposal to the administration for the creation of a Sports and Entertainment Law Journal. One month later, the proposal was accepted by the Villanova Faculty Senate, thus officially adding the Sports and Entertainment Law Forum to the law school.

The 100-page proposal was a detailed description of benefits which would arise from the creation of a SAE law journal. The proposal also included projected annual expenses and summaries of previous events held by the Sports and Entertainment Law Society.

Backers of the proposal came from the Student Bar Association through a letter of support, and a student poll of which all available space. As the number of organizations increased, so did the need for work space. The older organizations hung on to their office space, and newer groups had no permanent storage space and had to make due with the few available classrooms when they needed to meet or work on planning events. So, when the issue of office space for student groups came up last fall at a Student-Faculty Committee meeting, there was unanimous agreement that something had to be done.

For work space. As the number of organizations increased, so did the need for work space. The older organizations hung on to their office space, and newer groups had no permanent storage space and had to make due with the few available classrooms when they needed to meet or work on planning events. So, when the issue of office space for student groups came up last fall at a Student-Faculty Committee meeting, there was unanimous agreement that something had to be done.

Since all the student organizations were represented at these meetings, it was a particularly good forum in which to discuss the issue. A subcommittee of six students was formed to work in conjunction with Provost Taggart. The subcommittee did survey office space needs and submitted a summary of their findings based on the current limited office space. These needs, together with the needs of the faculty and staff, were submitted to a Planning Consultant who devised the renovation plan.

The result: a new centralized student organization office, an office dedicated to permanent student organizations, new offices for the Environmental Law Journal, the Moot Court Board, and the new Sports & Entertainment Law Forum, and a student conference room.

The Moot Court Board is taking over the former offices of the Docket and the Environmental Law Journal in the lower hallway near the IL lockers. Their offices will have several work stations and a small conference table. The Tax Clinic will remain in Room 4, which is also along the lower hallway, but is undergoing renovations to better serve the function of the clinic and its clients. The rest of the changes will be made along the central hallway where the 2L and 3L lockers are located.

The entire office space along the wall opposite the Registrar and Student Services will be used by student organizations. The room closest to the library (the former Student Word Processing Office) will be turned into the Environmental Law Journal (ELJ) office. The ELJ office will have a door leading into the library's computer room to allow after-hours access to the library in the same manner as the Law Review.

The new Sport and Entertainment Law Forum is also receiving its own office space. The area of the vending room where the machines were formerly located has been walled off to create the Sports and Entertainment Forum area. They will have access to the library through the stairway leading to the upper stacks. The vending machines, the seating and the student mailboxes will remain in the reduced area of the vending room.
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Looking to get involved in a school activity? Are you interested in writing, editing, or photography? Then you should look into...

The Villanova Law Docket

Come to our next meeting on Thursday, August 26 at 4:30 p.m.

Location to be announced.
to cover the clubs from the law school. Any information will be posted around the school. If you are interested in becoming, contact an editor of the Docket staff. Each letter must not exceed five double spaced, typed pages. Any questions regarding the policies or any other information regarding the forum must be turned into the Docket mailbox two weeks prior to the publication date. No anonymous letters will be printed, so all letters must include a name and phone number.

First of all, the Villanova Law Docket has been the by-product of only one or two people. As a result, it is limited in the amount of material which could be covered. The paper, while informative, often was not able to cover those stories which were important to the Villanova law community. This year, however, I hope to carry advertisements from the surrounding community in the near future. Also included in this year's plan are plans to advertise to the students and administration. More information will be available around the school as it becomes available.

There are some things, however, that will remain constant. The Docket nominative series will return for the next issue, and the sports section will contain the predictions of the sports staff on professional, collegiate, and Villanova law sports.

The goal of the staff is to make the Docket a viable part of the Villanova community. This cannot be accomplished by a few people. If you are interested in becoming a part of the Docket, we ask that you please attend the next meeting on Thursday, August 26. With the help of the community, the Docket will reach its goal.

Matthew M. Murawska
Editor-in-Chief
Villanova Law Docket

by the Angry Young Man

Welcome first year students, why are you here? Why are you in law school is the biggest question you must answer. Why you are at Villanova is the answer — that's me son and daughter. Throughout the year I will be here in the pages of the Docket discussing the darker aspects of legal life. I am the High, I am the only one of all the pugs (first years) heed my wisdom and fetch me beer.

First, you must learn that Garey High deserves its name. Everyone knows who you are. None of them is sleeping with. You will feel like you are being chased by a brave (Garey High). Do not expect to keep any secrets — forget it, even the secretaries know who you are. Don't forget there are lockers, a cafeteria and a bell dismisses class. Oh yeah, and there are fire drills.

You know what I hate: the human traffic jam outside of Rooms 29 and 30. You'd think the geniuses who built this place would have thought about it.

Second, forget about having a life outside of school. You know who I am talking about, that phantasm of college students who just show up for finals and make law review (they do not care about the ethics, if your lifelong ambition is not to make law review you will find yourself consumed by reading and studying. A word to those in relationships: most of you I give up."

You know what I'd hate (I hadn't spent for which you must prepare to take the Law Review Snobs. They're not that bad because you have one of the most dynamic groups if your lifelong ambition is not to make law review you will find yourself consumed by reading and studying. A word to those in relationships: most of you I give up."

You know what I really hate: professors who go out drinking with the students. It's really unfair. I go to class at random just to confuse them.

You know what I really hate: no one spends an inordinate amount of time in the lounge. It's a waste of time. Take a funny place with cable channel 1 and invariably you will run across a homeless person who is living at Garey High and is swishing in the locker room.

You know what I really hate about myself: I hate my inner self, I am full of myself.

Sixth, it does not get easier second year. If you're lucky you wind up on one of the three academic journals for which you must prepare to take the Law Review Snobs. They're not that bad because you have one of the most dynamic groups if your lifelong ambition is not to make law review you will find yourself consumed by reading and studying. A word to those in relationships: most of you I give up."

You know what I hate: having no life outside of school. You know who I am talking about, that phantasm of college students who just show up for finals and make law review (they do not care about the ethics, if your lifelong ambition is not to make law review you will find yourself consumed by reading and studying. A word to those in relationships: most of you I give up."
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You know what I really hate about myself: I hate my inner self, I am full of myself.

Sixth, it does not get easier second year. If you're lucky you wind up on one of the three academic journals for which you must prepare to take the Law Review Snobs. They're not that bad because you have one of the most dynamic groups if your lifelong ambition is not to make law review you will find yourself consumed by reading and studying. A word to those in relationships: most of you I give up."
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There is a new course in the first-year curriculum: Sources of Law in the American Legal System. The course is a two-credit course that will be taught in the first semester. Professor Perritt will teach one section, I will teach the other. The purpose of the course is to introduce first-year students to the various lawmaking institutions (the "Sources of Law") in the American Legal System.

The traditional first-year curriculum at most law schools is dominated by "the common law." In Contracts, Property, and *Sources of Law*, the prima^ focus is judge-made law. While the principles of common law continue to be important, and law. While the principles of common law schools are increasingly adding non-common law courses to the first-year curriculum; I will teach the other. The purpose of the course is to introduce first-year students to some of the basic concepts in those courses and will, we hope, help students to understand how all their courses interrelate.

**The Brady Bill**

(Continued from page 3) gun abuse, but "isn't even one unnecessary death too many?" Terrorists commit atrocities because they crave publicity, and they are guaranteed to get it with violence. Without that guarantee of coverage, the bombs wouldn't be planted.

**The Student Bar Assoc. would like to remind all those people who gave books for the used book sale to please pick up any unbound books this Friday, August 27 at the SBA office.**
Spring Mill Road Bridge to be Finished by February, 1994

(Continued from page 3)

Following Penn Central's bankruptcy, Amtrak operated the railway under the bankruptcy court. The railroad was not required to protect its rail lines. Likewise, the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) made bridge repairs and inspections sufficient to protect its roadways, which the bridge carried. However, neither Amtrak nor PennDOT had the resources to protect its rail lines. Likewise, the Villanova Bridge became a "bridge without a country."

The Villanova Bridge is not unique in this aspect; many railroad overpass bridges through the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania fit into this "refugee" category. In an effort to facilitate the rebuilding of these decaying bridges, the Pennsylvania legislature passed the so-called "Billion Dollar Bridge Bill" (actually closer to $1.4 billion dollars).

This program (which was periodically rathorized) provided state funding that public agencies could tap for bridge reconstruction. Provided that the agency would take on the responsibility for future maintenance of the bridge on which the bridge and Bridge Bill funds).

The Route 320 Bridge was one of those bridges scheduled to eventually be rebuilt. Moreover, in the summer of 1991, a drunk driver crashed his pickup truck into one of the bridge's main trusses. The bridge was severely damaged and rendered unsafe. Bridge Engineer James Rowan, P.E., said that at this point "[the bridge] was doing about all that it was worth to hold itself up." The design for a replacement bridge was only about seventy-five percent completed, so the bridge was closed and has so remained.

Furthermore, bridge demolition and subsequent construction has been slowed by the contractors and subcontractors having to work around the schedules of Amtrak and SEPTA.

Unlike the old bridge which had a sort of "dip and bump" in the approach from the north on the Villanova Law School side, the new grade will be a gradual slope. The new bridge will also have an extra span to accommodate a new roadway under the bridge. The underbridge roadway will also allow pedestrians access to either side of Route 320 without having to cross over Spring Mill Road.

Nyleve ["Evelyn" spelled backwards] Bridge Corp., is the prime contractor on the Villanova Bridge. The date for the completion of the bridge contract is mid-January 1994. According to Kowen, the contracted length of time is "not unreasonable" for a bridge of this type. However, workers at the bridge site indicated that February 1994 was the current expected date of completion of the project. The total contract cost of the Villanova Bridge project is $8,396,725.00.

One more bridge in the Radnor area is slated to be rebuilt in the near future. That bridge is located at Eagle Road over the Amtrak lines and is also expected to cost about three million dollars.

Renovations of Offices

(Continued from page 1)

The work stations are available to official student organizations and will be checked-out on an as-needed basis. Thus, those groups that are planning events will have an area where they can work on seminar materials or advertisements and contact event participants. Because of the speed with which the renovations began, SBA groups are here for no discernible reason. But you will leave here with an ability to help people who are less fortunate than you or who need your professional assistance. Remember that and absorb information like a sponge (don't deserve. Remember to do your part to restore the profession's good name by ethically representing clients without expanding the burden on the overlitigious legal system. Good luck ... It's not quite as bad as it sounds.

Tenth, you will lose sight of why you are here. You will become buried in the minutiae of defeasible fee estates and Rule 1 sanctions and you will forget why you are here. Oh, some of you may be here for the big paycheck, some people (guys too) are here shopping for a spouse; some are here satisfying lifelong ambitions; some are here to hide out until the economy improves and some are here for no discernible reason. But you will leave here with an ability to help people who are less fortunate than you or who need your professional assistance. Remember that and absorb information like a sponge (don't deserve. Remember to do your part to restore the profession's good name by ethically representing clients without expanding the burden on the overlitigious legal system. Good luck ... It's not quite as bad as it sounds.

Has the litter problem in your area reached new heights?

Household trash cans and trash bags are a leading source of litter in Philadelphia. Don't throw away the chance for a cleaner city.

Help us keep Philadelphia clean. It's your business.
Ingram (ex-Giant) who replace the Marks brothers (Duper and Clayton). The only suspect on offense is ex-con RB Bobby Humphreys, unless another ex-Eagle (Mark Higgs) or draftee Terry Kirby steps up big. On Defense, the Dolphins will go as far as their LBs (John Offerdahl, Bryan Cox, and Marco Coleman) and their secondary (led by CB Troy Vincent and S Louis Oliver) can take them. Draftee O.J. McDuffie will make their Special Teams led by P Reggie Roberts and K Pete Staunton only better. Definitely a Super Bowl caliber team that could give the NFC a problem in extending their Super Bowl streak to ten straight wins. 11-5.

2. Buffalo Bills. The Bills known as the 3-time-in-a-row Super-Bowl losers were one of the teams hurt by the new system of free agency which will end their Super Bowl losing streak at three. Stripped from the offense is all pro offensive lineman Will Wolford (Colts) and record-breaking WR James Lofton (Raiders) while LBs Shane Thomas and Kenneth Davis although their are gone from the defense. Their offense receiving Corps (WRs Andre Reed, ex-Colts) are on the move. Their defense is still strong with Buffalo's LBs (Anthony Smith, Winston Moss and Steve Emtman, LBs Quentin Coryatt and Steve Beuerlein) which could be the best in the league. The Bills are the hiring of Bill Parcells, the drafting of 1st round pick O.J. McDuffie, and by paying the QB controversy to the great Warren Moon and perhaps the best backup QB in the league in Cody Parkey.

3. Cincinnati Bengals. The Bengals, led by Cincinnati's own Joe Namath in the person of QB Boomer Esiason are looking like a team on the upswing. They are banking on it, but I will bet against it. The Bengals are here and possibly NT Ball, if he can come back. Their Special Teams is Metcalf. 4-12.

4. Indianapolis Colts. The Colts are one of those up and coming teams that needs to put up or shut up by rising to that next level (the playoffs). They made a huge jump from 1-15 to 9-7 in just a season. Their superb defense is led by stud LB Tony Boselli and the Emerging of DB Duane Bickett and the Opportunity to become a star and will only get better. The Defense will be led by LB Greg Gregory and potentially the best set of corners in the NFL with stud Rod Woodson & draftee Deion Figures. Their upcoming Woodson is their Special Teams. 9-7.

5. New England Patriots. The only positive things that can be said of the Pats are their LBs (Anthony Smith, Winston Moss and Steve Emtman) and their defense. The Pats are the hiring of Bill Parcells, the drafting of 1st round pick O.J. McDuffie, and by paying the QB controversy to the great Warren Moon and perhaps the best backup QB in the league in Cody Parkey. (Continued on page 7)
Oilers Super Bowl Bound?

Continued from page 7

specialist who are non-existent on running plays. The secondary is o.k. led by CBs Terry McDaniels and Lionel Washington. Special Teams is Ismail. 9-7.

4. Seattle Seahawks. The defense is great with DE Cortez Kennedy, LB Rufus Porter and SS Eugene Robinson and Robert Blackburn. With the drafting of QB Rick Mirer, the Seahawks Qb problems are over; maybe not this year but definitely in the next two years. The Seahawks improved their offense greatly with ex-Cowboy WR Kelvin Martin and ex-Dolphin TE Ferrel Edmunds. Add those players to their offensive mix of RBs Chris Warren and John L. Williams and WR Brian Blade, and you have a pretty good offense to go with that tremendous defense. If Mirer can step in and take control of that offense, you could possibly have the sleeper team. As we learned last year with the Chargers, a team with a last place schedule has the potential of sneaking up on people. 7-9.

5. Denver Broncos. The good news is that the Broncos made two great pick ups in free agency (ex-Oiler Don Maggs and ex-Viking Brian Hahbi) to vastly improve their offensive line to protect QB John Elway. The bad news is with all that extra time, QB Elway won't have anyone to throw it to. The good news is that they picked up ex-Charger RB Rod Bernstein to run through the big holes the line will open up. The bad news is that Bernstein has never played a whole season, so will he be consistent enough. The good news is that the offense is being run by the comeback king Elway. The bad news is, if QB Elway goes down, the offense will be in the hands of raw backup QB Tommy Maddox. The defense is led by old men (DE Karl Mecklenberg, LB Simon Fletcher and SS Dennis Smith & Steve Atwater) and youngsters (LB Mike Croel and draftee DE Dan Williams). There is nothing to say about the Special Teams. 5-11.

NFL Predictions

Super Bowl Contenders:
NFC
1. Green Bay Packers
2. Dallas Cowboys
3. San Francisco 49ers
4. Detroit Lions

AFC
1. Houston Oilers
2. Miami Dolphins
3. San Diego Chargers
4. Kansas City Chiefs

Real Playoff Contenders with 2 last spots:
NFC
1. Atlanta Falcons
2. Washington Redskins
3. Phoenix Cardinals
4. Philadelphia Eagles

AFC
1. Pittsburgh Steelers
2. Los Angeles Raiders
3. Buffalo Bills
4. New York Jets

Super Bowl Matchup
NFC
1. Green Bay Packers
In. Dallas Cowboys (b/c Smith's status)

AFC
1. Houston Oilers

Super Bowl Champs:
Houston Oilers

NFL MVP:
Barry Sanders, Detroit Lions

Rookie of the Year:
Garriston Hearst, Phoenix Cardinals

Does your club have an event you want advertised in the next issue of the Docket? Just have a camera-ready ad to the Docket mailbox by 5:00 p.m. on September 8th. Any Questions? Contact Maneesh Garg or Nathan Murawsky at the Docket office.
It's that time of the year, football fans, but for some of your favorite stars in different uniforms, it's just a few weeks away. Are you ready for free agency? You'll see Reggie White, not in the green and white of the Eagles, but in the sunshine of Los Angeles (the Rams) or maybe Eddie George in Buffalo, not in the blazing sun of Arizona, but in the snow of Cleveland (the Browns). And then there's Shane Conlan, not in the blizzards of Buffalo, but in the sunshine of Los Angeles (the Rams) or maybe Eddie George in Buffalo, not in the blazing sun of Arizona, but in the snow of Cleveland (the Browns).

Joe Gibbs to retirement and his talent to offense, if QB Troy Aikman doesn't get same. Other changes as well as the strong defense, they go down a notch because Year of Change, even the theme song for Emmitt, it won't be able to create holes of your favorite stars in different uniforms.

Byars (former ones), Fred Barnett, Seth Kennedy will make Dickerson's job easier. The defense is where the Bucs improved the most where they picked up all-Side of the line which Paul Gruber and Jeff Swilling up with Chris Spielman and Tracy Scroggins creates a solid line on both sides of the line which Paul Gruber and Jeff Swilling up with Chris Spielman and Tracy Scroggins creates a solid line.

Barry is that good and better. This year's efforts to throw: Andre Rison, Michael Irvin, Tony Hill, and drafted Bama's DE Eric Curry to enhance the hungry defense of LB Keith McCants and Broderick Thomas. Nothing to mention on Special Teams.

John Taylor is getting older, and the Jumpy Geathers, to the defensive line and in Pierce Holt, but because of the age in their offensive line anchored by Chris Hinton, their chances. Whoever is chosen to be the DE is the best talent in the NFL besides Young of Jessie Tuggle and aging Jesse Solomon.

1. Miami Dolphins. Have you ever seen a third year in a row. The Saints have got nothing to mention. 10-5-1.

2. Minnesota Vikings. One of the surprise teams of last year takes a step back because they have to play a first-place schedule and have injured-proj QB Jim McMahon at the helm. When McMahon gets hurt either Richard Gannon or Sean Salisbury will take over and try their best with age starting to show at the WRs (Carter; Anthony and Chris). TE (Steve Bedard CB and Tony Richardson) and the inexperience of the Super Bowl shift from the NFC to the AFC. So, the NFC might even find some Eagles playing for Buffalo, but in the sunshine of Los Angeles (the Rams) instead of playing for the Eagles namely Keiths Jackson and Byers. The trading of LB Pat Swilling LBs (Ricky Jackson, Sam Mills and Vaughan Johnson) average age being over 35. Their team may still be the best unit the Saints have. The Saints are a team that will definitely rebuild by not solidifying their QB position when they signed over-the-hill Wade Wilson. The Saints are an example of a team that no one is talking about.

3. Los Angeles Rams. The Rams are another team that signed with free agency and the draft, Coach "Ground" Knox will be able to run his kind of offense. The Rams have got solid talents of draftee Jerome Bettis and Cleveland Gary at RBs. The arrival of Shane Conlan from the Bills and Henry Rollins from the Chargers that will only make DE ex-49er Pierce Holt, and ex-49er serrone, Jumpy Geathers, to the defensive line and in Pierce Holt, but because of the age in their offensive line anchored by Chris Hinton, their chances. Whoever is chosen to be the DE is the best talent in the NFL besides Young of Jessie Tuggle and aging Jesse Solomon.

4. New Orleans Saints. The Saints are a team that will definitely rebuild by not solidifying their QB position when they signed over-the-hill Wade Wilson. The Saints are an example of a team that no one is talking about.